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SUMMARY 
 

Ndlongulwani High and Mathibelani Primary School  

 

Late January 2016 the project “making drinking water safe” for the above two mentioned schools was 
successfully implemented.  

CBO Network, a community based organisation in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa, requested ZAW early 2015 
for assistance in realizing access to safe drinking water for these two schools with each over 400 
schoolchildren.  

The project proposal was written and presented to the Foundation Groot Haspels in May 2015. In the 
Autumn, ZAW received from Groot Haspels a sum of 8368€, this sum plus the 1478 € remaining from the 
double school project funded last year by Groot Haspels made the funds for the present project complete; 
namely 9846 Euro. 

We informed our counterparts of this good news and requested them to come forward with potential 
implementation dates.  

CBO Network made preparatory visits to the schools in order to supervise the selection of a water 
manager, to examine the best location/ room for installation of the AquaDoc Water purification units, to 
assess specific challenges on the location/ the schools and to give first training sessions as to the 
importance of safe drinking water.  

Also, CBO-Network, being the permanent party in the area, was responsible for the contact with the 
schools (headmaster, water manager etc.), assistance in logistics during implementation and follow-up of 
the projects.  

QuaWater Pty Ltd, the water company was responsible for installing the hard- ware and the training of 
water manager and few teachers on operation and maintenance of the water purification equipment.  

For both these schools, the Standard Water purification unit was expanded with an additional pump and 60 
meter hose/ pipe. The availability of raw water continues to be a challenge in the area as the times without 
rains have been longer than usual. The add-ons, allow the schools to use more rainwater collection tanks 
for feeding the water purification unit.  

To further increase availability of raw water, CBO Network has put extra efforts into training the schools on 
the issue of rainwater harvesting.  

As in the earlier projects, QuaWater took water samples from the raw water as well as the purified water 
immediately after installation of the hardware. The purified water is safe for consumption, the detailed 
results are in this report.  

Total costs in Rands were very close to the original budget. Thanks to a very  favorable exchange rate in 
Euro’s the spent budget was 2 615,18 below the original budget. We would like to spend part of that saving 
for tools for CBO Network and for water tests of all the schoolunits. Please read further on page…?  

July 2016,  Marijke Jansen en Jacqueline Langeslag
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Senzokuhle CBO Network   29 & 30 January 2016  
 
1. Introduction  
This report will cover the training and preparation work for the implantation of the UV water Purification 
units in Mathebelane Primary School having 403 learners and 12 Educators and Ndlongolwani High School 
which has 410 learners and 16 Educators. The numbers have dropped from last year due to many factors, 
from changing schools, dropping out of school, learners looking for schools offering different subjects. The 
numbers have changed since the beginning of the year I have adjusted them according  
 
These installations took place on the 29 and 30 January 2016. The total of learners who have purified water 
is 813 and 28 Educators. Mathebelane Primary school is in eNkanani which is situated north East of 
Eshowe 15km out of Eshowe. Ndlongolwani is situated 26km to the west of Eshowe in the Mpapala 
community, which is under the uMlalazi Municipality, of which Eshowe is the closes town and part of that 
Municipality. These are deep rural areas with no employment many people struggle to fine work and a 
Majority survive on the social security system.  
 
2. Training   
The training took place on the 30 January 2016 at Ndlongolwani High School where 26 learners and 2 
educators were trained. The training was given jointly by QuaWater and Senzokuhle CBO Network and gave 
Learners an opportunity to be part of the installation and receive training from Gerit about water and the 
water related illness, To involve students in the whole process helps the leaders to appreciate the gift of 
the unit, and also develops a sense of ownership and responsibility. The follow up training on the 15 
February 2016 help to iron out any grey areas and ensured the system was running well.  
 
Training for Mathebelane Primary school took place on the 15 January 2016 where 8 learners where 
trained and the water manager. The boarder challenges were also look and discuss strategy to secure 
drinking water when the school runs out. A exploring a plan for effective water harvesting. The chairperson 
of the School Governing Body will be reporting to the committee and they will find ways of implementing 
the plans in the future.  The training was done on the day and follow up training with the learners, Water 
manager, and Educators, follow up visits take place on a monthly basis.  
 
3. Objectives  
The training objectives to empower the team based at the school, to  ensure the learners, managers and 
teachers have a clear understanding of the system and fully understand how to manage the system and the 
main purpose of the installation of the system.  
 
4. Methods  
We used an interactive method for training and as basic documentation a manual on harvesting and 
conservation of rain water. The school (water managers) receive a hard copy.  Further the trainees 
participate in labeling of the containers and partly in the installation and the operations in order to 
understand the operation and management. In the high schools from each class 2 learners are trained to 
take responsibility for the care of the containers and management of the water in the classroom. In the 
Primary schools 8 learners were selected out not from each class as grade R, 1 and 2 are too young to 
manage and carry the containers.  
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5.  Target  
The total number of learners trained is 34 and 4 teachers 2 and managers 2 and governing body members 
2. The classes are and will be furthered trained by the teachers supporting the learners to ensure the 
learners listen. Total number trained 42.  
 
6. Duration of the training  
  
Pre Installation Training  
The training in advance of installation takes 1 day per school, this training involves the principal, governing 
body and an Educator. The purpose of the training is to establish the need for the unit and enables them to 
make an informed decision. When the ZWA has approved the project a further training for 1 day takes place 
to assess and conduct research to establish details needed for installation.  
 
During and after installation  
The duration of the follow up training is 1 day pre school working with the managers to check if they are 
understanding how the system works and answering any questions they might have. This time there was a 
follow up training of the managers and learners. The training of the selected teachers, them training the 
learners and meeting with the governing body to make sure they understand their role and responsibility in 
the project.  
 
Thus for each school there was 1 day for training and 1 day for training and mentoring the teams. Then 
monthly visits to each school. The time spent per training day at each school is 6 hours. The time needed 
for a Monitoring visit varies dependent upon repair it would take longer for such follow up visit.  
 
7. Challenges  
The challenges remain the availability of “raw” water.  When the rainy season is over the draught prevails 
to date we have had no rain to brake the drought.  
 
For the monitoring and maintenance, we have a challenge with equipment as Senzokuhle CBO Network 
does not have ladders to reach the tank that supplies the UV unit and basic tool to fix the system when 
needing repairs. It is recommended that we raise some funds to purchase our own equipment that will help 
us to maintain the units. We have to higher or borrow and it is not always convenient or what we need it 
ends up being dangerous as we are balancing on the tank or trying to improvise. There are more units and 
we are in the process of training handyman who will be able to maintain the units as we visit the schools 
when needed.  
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FINANCIALS SUMMARY 
	

The proposed budget was ZAR 128 000,- or at 13 ZAR per €, Euro 9.846.- 

Total expenses were ZAR 125 461,00 which thanks to the very favorable exchange rate of 
roughly 17,5 ZAR for our payments amounted to only 7.230,82 Euro. 

Thus we still have a positive balance of Euro 2.615,18 

We did use part of the unforeseen budget (which was 6400 ZAR) for additions to the AqauDoc UV 
schools systems; namely an extra pump and piping for both schools. This allows the schools to 
feed the water purification equipment from extra tanks that are collecting rainwater.  

Invoice  Amount in ZAR Amount in € Banking costs € Total costs 

QuaWater 104 346,28 6 009,- 7,50  

Still to pay QuaWAter 
(shortfall payment in 
ZAR)* 

   2 964,72 197,65 estimate 

at 15 ZAR = 1€ 

  

Senzokuhle CBO 
Network 

 18 150,00 1 008,- 7,50 

1,17 

 

Totals  125 461,00 ZAR 7 214,65 € 16,17 € 7 230,82 € 

* to avoid banking costs as much as possible, our accountant calculates the amount in Euro to be 
transferred to our partner. Thus it can happen that the amount in ZAR received by our partner 
slightly differs. In this case we still need to pay QuaWater this shortfall of close to ZAR 3000. We 
have agreed to include payment of this sum with payment of a following project.  

Request for use of (part of) the remaining funds: 

Tools and toolbox for CBO Network* ZAR 5 000,-  

Water tests of existing school water 
purification units 

ZAR 7 000,-  

TOTAL ZAR 12 000 800,00 € 

Evaluation costs as presented earlier   

 

*Senzokuhle wrote us the email below, including a request for funds for tools in order to enable 
them to properly follow-up the projects at the schools (by now 13 schools received water 
purification equipment).  

Senzokuhle CBO Network 
                         005-265- NPO 

                                       P.O.  Box 1572, Eshowe,   
                                       16 Brockwel Street,                                                          
                                       Eshowe,  3815.      
                                      Tel: 0720622294   :  Fax: 08661887765:   Email: pattijoshua@gmail.co.z 
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 14 May 2016  

ZAW,   Dear Marijke and Jacqueline,  

On behalf of the schools we take this opportunity to thank your board and all the donors for the 
support the health of the learners in schools through the water purification systems. Your 
dedication and commitment to supporting our project Jacqueline is commendable Senzokuhle 
CBO Network community thanks you so much for all you have done over the years.  

We invite you to join us as we prepare our celebration of 25 years of services to our communities 
in 2017. Details will follow soon mapping the activities. We are open to ideas.  

Here with the list needed to help us with follow up repairs for the systems.  These prices are 
changing as the cost are rising often  

1. Ladder   R1,800.00 
2. Tool box with wheels  R750.00 
3. Crow bar   R265.00 
4. Screw drivers set  R160.00 
5. Vice grip   R150.00 
6. Grip pipe wrench   R160.00 
7. Hammer, cutters ect.  R500.00 

 

Total   R3,785.00 

Warm regards , Patti Joshua Secretary  

We asked Gerrit Idema from QuaWater for his advise. And, he responded the following:  

“Yes, The items Patti mentions are fine and the cost reasonable.  Depending on what needs to be 
done, a drill and bits might be needed too.  I suppose that she depends on her husband’s 
electrical tools at this stage.  A hacksaw and flexible drill bit to drill 33 mm; 40 mm or 50 mm holes 
in a tank might also be needed.” 

 

ZAW decided to support CBO Network with the tools and –box, will add 1,215 ZAR for drill and 
bits.  

Also we would like to have water samples tested from all the school units, this will cost: 

13 times 500 ZAR plus mailing costs of the samples, roughly 7000 ZAR.  
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Mathibelani Primary School  
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Ndlongulwanie High School  
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Project title 

 
Making drinking water safe  

for and in  

Mathibelane Primary 
School and Ndlongolwane 

High School 

Country  
 

South Africa 
 

Name of organisation South 
Africa 
 

Senzokuhle, Community Based Organisation Network  

Name of partner in the 
Netherlands (Dutch Partner) 

Zuiver Afrikaans Water 

	

 

Summary of the Project Budget and Coverage 

 

 EURO 

 

ZAR 

Requested from Stichting Groot Haspels 

 

9 846.- 128 000.- 

 

PART 1: THE PROJECT 
1 Title  

 

Making drinking water safe  

for and in Mathibelane Primary School and Ndlongolwane High School  

	

2 Place  
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Country, region, town and/or village(s): 

South Africa, KwaZulu Natal. Nkanini Tribal authority (Mathibelane Primary 
School) and South Africa, KwaZulu Natal. Eshowe (Ndlongolwane High School) 

	

3 Duration 

 

The duration of the project will be 6 months 

 

Planned starting 
date:   

September 2015, depending on availability of funds. 

	

4 Objective(s) 

 

 

To provide safe drinking water for schoolchildren and teachers.  

Consuming safe drinking water, esp. when combined with knowledge about the 
importance of safe drinking water and practising proper hygiene and sanitation 
they will be healthier. Healthier children will result in less absence from school.  

  

Installing water purification equipment in the school in order to make the stored 
rain and other water in the tanks safe for consumption. In both schools, the 
headmaster, and few teachers will be trained in operating and managing the 
purification equipment. The teachers will be given training and – in turn- they will 
teach the children on the importance of safe drinking water, hygiene , water 
conservation and sanitation.  

	

5   Beneficiaries and justification of the project  

a) Description of the beneficiaries  

Number of direct beneficiaries:   468 schoolchildren and 17 teachers  in the 
High School and 411 schoolchildren plus 12 
teachers in the Primary school.  

Thus, in total 879 schoolchildren and 29 
teachers  

  

How many are with handicap?  There are no children with physical handy-caps. 
However, in Mathibelane Primary School  there 
are 183	neglected	children,	176	receive	child	
support	grants	and	there	are	5	abused	learners.	
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The	illnesses	are	HIV,	stomach	problems,	head	
ache	injuries,	4	disabilities,	community	very	
poor.	Ndlongolwane High School there is 1	long	
term	illnesses,	2	disabilities,	29	reading	
challenges,	56	orphaned,	34	child	headed	house	
holds	and	13	abused. 

 

Description of the conditions in which they live and work: 

 

The	Mathibelane Primary	School	is	in	the	Nkanini	Tribal	authority	which	is	situated	
20km	form	Eshowe	to	the	West.	The	community	is	rural	and	there	is	no	employment	
except	sugar	farming	in	which	few	members	of	the	community	are	employed.			

The	school	population	is	411	with	12	staff	members	,	there	are	9	classrooms	plus	the	
1	staff	room.	The	total	numbers	of	containers	needed	is	10.	There	are	4	storage	tanks	
and	they	get	water	from	the	rain	mainly.	There	are	municipal	pipes	which	mostly	do	
not	have	water	due	to	the	water	shortage.	The	schools	gets	water	once	a	week	even	if	
the	water	system	is	working	normal	and	when	there	are	no	water	restrictions.		

Social	challenges	are	the	following:	neglected	children	183,	child	support	grants	176	
learners	with	5	abused.	The	main	illnesses	are	HIV	and	stomach	problems	and	the	
community	is	very	poor.	The	absenteeism	can	run	up	to	80%	during	the	course	of	the	
year.		

The	Ndlongolwane	High	School	is	also	situated	to	the	West	of	Eshowe	about	25km	
in	a	rural	poor	community.	It	has	a	population	of	468	learners,	with	17	educators.	
There	are	10	classes	and	1	staff	room..	The	school	has	4	storage	tanks	to	collect	
rainwater	and	has	no	municipal	water	at	all.	The	school	buys	water	when	the	water	
runs	out	and	uses	the	existing	tanks	to	load	the	water	from	the	tanker.			

The		social	challenges	is	1	long	term	illnesses,	disabilities	2	reading	challenges	29	
orphaned	56	child	headed	house	holds	34	and	13	abused.		

In	Summer	it	gets	very	hot	in	this	area,	35	–	40	degrees	is	no	exception.	Obviously	
classrooms	are	not	cold	and	the	roofs	often	tin	sheets,	thus	everyone	sweats.	Drinking	
water	is	important,	also	to	keep	one’s	head	sort	of	clear.		

People	in	the	area,	including	the	school	children	are	suffering	of	preventable	diseases,	
definitely	also	water	related	diseases	like	diarrea,	parasite	infections,	skin	infections	
etcetera.		

Unemployment	rate	in	the	whole	of	South	Africa	and	also	in	KwaZulu	Natal	are	high,	in	
this	community	the	unemployment	rate	is	85%.		Health	care	is	not	reachable	and	
affordable	for	all	people,	that	is	why	we	focus	on	prevention	of	diseases	and	measures	
to	improve	people’s	health	and	resistance.		

KwaZulu	Natal	is	special,	also	in	comparison	with	the	other	provinces	in	South	Africa,	in	
that	people	live	very	dispersed	and	far	apart.	This	is	due	to	the	resistance	by	the	people	
to	be	forced	to	live	in	Bantustans	or	homelands	as	the	apartheidsregime	demanded.		

This	has	advantages,	but	also	negative	consequences	because	it	is	extremely	difficult	to	
connect	people	to	permanent	infrastructure.	This	is	why	morbidity	and	mortality	due	to	
infectious	and	preventable	diseases	is	still	rather	high.	Many	of	those	diseases	would	
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decrease	when	having	access	to	safe	drinking	water	and	applying	proper	hygiene	and	
sanitation.	

 

	

	

b)	 The	needs	of	the	beneficiaries	
	

1.	Why	do	the	beneficiaries	need	this	project?		

Presently	the	children	are	drinking	the	water	that	has	been	stored	in	tanks	for	some	
time,	which	is	not	safe	to	drink.		

During	summer	it	is	very	hot	in	the	area	and	children	sweat	a	lot	and	thus	do	need	
water	to	drink	while	at	school,	esp.	taking	into	account	the	fact	that	they	often	have	to	
walk	long	distances.	

2.	How	do	you	know	they	need	this	project?	How	did	you	consult	them?	

Senzokuhle,	our	local	partner	organisation	is	running	an	Environmental	School's	
Programme	and	are	working	with	38	schools	in	the	area.	They	assess	all	the	schools	
and	meet	quarterly,	also	to	prioritize	the	needs,	further	they	share	information	and	
provide	a	support	service	of	linking	the	schools	to	available	support	in	order	to	help	
the	school	children	and	the	teachers.			

In	other	schools	(5	in	total)	in	the	area	a	similar	project	was	implemented	and	the	
teachers	of	Mathibelane	Primary	School	and	Ndlongolwane	High	School	have	
requested	us	to	please	assist	them	in	getting	water	purification	equipment	and	
training,	judging	the	availability	and	accessibility	to	safe	drinking	water	as	extremely	
important.		

3.	Whose	idea	is	this	project	based	on?	

The	idea	to	equip	schools	with	water	purification	equipment	was	conceived	by	three	
parties:	ourselves	and	Senzokuhle	knowing	the	needs	and	challenges	that	schools	
face,	QuaWater	the	SA	company	who	then	further	developed	the	AquaDoc	UV	for	
schools.	
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6 Expected results 

 

What will be the concrete results of your project for the beneficiaries? 

” 

	

The result will be: 

• That Mathibelane Primary School and Ndlongolwane High School have their 
own AquaDocUV water purification system that can purify roughly 300 liters 
water per hour. 
  

• That the rainwater and water stored in the tanks can be purified, before it is 
consumed.  

 

• That the appointed water-managers (plus head teacher and 1-2 additional 
teachers per school) are trained in the operation and management of the 
AquaDocUV water purification equipment. 

 

• That each classroom will have 1 – 2 times a day (depending on the Season 
and thus the need) its own full container with safe drinking water in the class for 
the pupils to fill their cups. 

 

• That all teachers will be trained in preventable water-related diseases and the 
importance of safe drinking water, hygiene and sanitation.  

 

• That the children will be educated on this by their teachers 
	

 

	

7  Contribution to the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals 

 

1.  Eradicate extreme poverty and 
hunger 

 

2. Achieve universal primary 
education 

 

 

3. Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria & 
other diseases 

4. Ensure environmental 
sustainability 
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8   Detailed description of activities to be carried out with the project budget 

 

Activity  (“What” and “How”) Responsibility 
(“Who”) 

Timing (“When”) 

1. Agreement ZAW and Senzokuhle ZAW en Senz 0 (when all funds 
raised) 

 

2. Agreement Senzokuhle and the schools, visit 
to assess exact situation (condition of gutters 
and tanks e.g.) 

 

Prepare school for selecting manager(s) 

 

Senzokuhle, 
probably 
accompanied 
by donor 

 

1-2 weeks from 
0 

3. Order AquaDocUV and  

    agree on implementation date with schools 
and   

    QuaWater. 

    Inform ZAW on dates and request to pay.  

 

Senzokuhle 2 weeks from 0 

4. Pre-visit schools: first training re. safe 
dr.water 

 

Senzokuhle 3 weeks from 0 

5. Installing unit and training on 

   operation/maintenance  

 

QuaWater and 
Senzokuhle 

4-8 weeks from 
0 

6. Taking water samples, before and after 
purification 

 

QuaWater and 
Senzokuhle 

After installation 

7. Hand-over responsibility of equipment to the 
Schools/ sign certificates with the headmasters 

 

QuaWater and 
Senzokuhle 

After installation 

8. make interim report for ZAW QuaWater and 
Senzokuhle 

 

5-9 weeks from 
0 
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9. follow-up visit to monitor use of the unit, 
training by teachers of the children 

Senzokuhle 8-12 weeks from 
0 

(max 4 weeks 
after installation) 

 

10.three months after implementation check 
water quality again and assess knowledge of 
manager(s) 

  

Senzokuhle 17-21weeks fr 0 

11.To report to ZAW and to the headmasters  

 

 22-24 weeks fr 0 

 

9   Ownership 

Who is / will be the legal owner of all the assets (equipment, etc.) needed for, or to 
be acquired by this project? 

The Schools will become the owner of the water purification equipment and all the 
accessories, incl jerrycans, pump etcetera.  
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10   Detailed Budget for the project 

 

 

Project budget 

 

 description in ZAR in EURO 

equipment : 

 

1 

 

total value of the contractor’s offer: 

this includes the AquaDocUV, the jerrycans, the water 
testing (x2) and operational training of the manager(s) 

 

 

103 451.00 

 

7 958 

2 Connecting storage tanks Mathibelane Primary incl 

 

incl  

3 Connecting storage tanks Ndlongolwane High incl 

 

incl  

    

capacity building  and training: 

 

1 Mathibelane Training teachers and pupils 3900 300 

2 Ndlongolwane HighTraining teachers and pupils   3900 300 

    

other items: 

 

1 Overhead costs: incl transport and communication.  10% 

 

10 350 796 

2 Unforeseen (repair rainwater collection/ pre-treating water 
needs e.g./ deviation exchange rate) 

 

6 399 492 

  

Total Budget 

 

 

ZAR 128 000 

 

Euro 9846  

  

rate of exchange: x your currency = 1 Euro 

 

 

13 ZAR 

 

= 1 Euro 
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Local contribution in kind: 

 

Senzokuhle organization is a community based network of volunteers, thus all their 
input and work is not being charged for. From the school also the teachers will put 
in time and work that they are not being paid for. Further the pupils will need to take 
cups or water bottles themselves.  

Training material for the lessons on safe drinking water and hygiene will be 
provided by the schools, complemented by any training materials that Senzokuhle 
have in their office.  

 

 

11   Reporting 

 

Will you as a project owner be able to include in your report pictures and short 
personal histories of the target group, showing how the project is changing their 
lives? 

  

Yes, definitely we will be able to do that.  

 

12   Annexes 

 

1. Pro-forma invoice of equipment to be bought; 
 

2. A map of the project area. 
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PART 2: The partner organisation in KZN South Africa 

 

1 Basic data of your organisation 

 

Full name of the partner organisation Senzokuhle	CBO	Network	

Date established In	 1994	 as	 KZN	 Senzokuhle	 Region,	 that	
was	 changed	 into	 Senzokuhle	 CBO	
Network,	which	was	accepted	on	April	23,	
2002.	

Nationality South	African		

Legal status (incl official registration 
number) 

NPO	005265	

Official address PO	Box	1572,	Eshowe	3815,	KZN	

Visiting address 16	Brockwell	Street,	Eshowe	KZN	

Persons responsible for this project Patti	Joshua,	Lungile	Dladla		

Contact person for this project Patti	Joshua	

Telephone n° 0027-720622294	or	0027-354745118	

Fax number -27354745118	 -086618877.	
0865382399.			

	

E-mail address pattijoshua@gmail.com,		

pattijoshua@senzokuhle.org.za		
info@senzokuhle.org.za,		

Specify the identity of your organisation   Community	Based	Organization		

(in	rural	areas	in	KwaZulu	Natal)	

	

	

2  Description of your organisation 

a. When was the organisation set up: 

The network began in 9 March 1992 but was registered in 1994 and the name 
change; from KZN Senzokuhle Region to Senzokuhle CBO Network, was accepted 
in April 2002  

b. ‘mission’ and main objectives: 

The network is based on the principle of self-reliance, self-help and non-
sectionalism. We are engaging in social, economic, environmental transformation of 
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the community and strive to encourage effective and appropriate use of resources 
and safeguard against their mismanagement , empowering CBO's to reach the 
vision of a better life for all.  

c. The relation of your organisation with the target group: 

The network is made up of the community, they are the base in each of the areas. 
All communities have active members in the network, and they provide services to 
all people in the community, irrespective of whether they are active network 
members.   

d. The main activities of our organisation at present: 

Comprehensive Primary Health Care Services  which includes; Home based care , 
provision of water purification in schools and villages, Schools environmental 
programme and emergency relief services. Further we have Horticulture and garden 
projects and provide training in research and mentorship.  

e. The people working with our organisation and their qualifications:  

None of our staff members are paid. There are 2 full time volunteers (both females) 
and 189 volunteers in the different programmes; 43 are male and 146 females.  

	

f.  Board of Directors and Two board members are in the management team as full time volunteers. The 
management team coordinates in the different areas the team consist of 189 people depenting on the 
programme that is being implemented. It is not easy to list all of them.  
 

Name Profession Nationalit
y Function  

Number of 
years on the 
committee 

 

Mr Mandiakayise 
Mandlakayise 
Nkosi  

Farmer & skilled 
in irrigation 
systems  

African  Chairperson 
assists with 
implementation 
projects food 
production  

 

6 years  

Mrs Hlengiwe 
Khumalo  

Small scale 
food production  

African  Deputy 
Chairperson  

 

2 years  

Mrs Patti Lorraine 
Joshua  

Community 
development 
facilitator, 
human resource 
development  

 

African  Secretary  

networking, 
training 
management  

20 years  

Miss Lungile 
Nothando Dladla  

Bachelor 
Community 

African  Treasure , 
administration & 

3 years  
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Name Profession Nationalit
y Function  

Number of 
years on the 
committee 

 

Management  accounting  

 

Mrs Thembi Xulu  Food producer  African  Deputy 
Secretary  

6 Years  

 

Mrs Zkhokele 
Ntombele 

Community care 
Giver  

 

African  Care services  6 years 

Mrs Nelisiwe 
Masondo  

Community care 
giver,  

African  Responsible for 
communciation 
amongst care 
givers  

17 years  
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3 The cooperation between Senzokuhle and Zuiver Afrikaans Water 

 

 

a: How and when did our contact start?  

 

We, during 2010 implemented the safe drinking water project in Edakeni village and 
Edakeni Primary School (total project budget roughly 300 000 ZAR).  

Then in 2012, we worked together on three schools; implemented water purification 
equipment and trained the managers and the teachers (total budget 10 350 Euro). 
And, mid 2013  we implemented another double project and again late 2013/ 
beginning 2014 we jointly implemented a double school project. 

We have since 2010 shared the information that we gathered from the assessment 
of the different schools. We would be very happy to be able to contribute and work 
towards providing another two schools with their own safe drinking water equipment. 

 

b: In what way has ZAW been informed in the set up of this project? 

We are regularly in contact by email and sometimes by telephone to discuss the 
needs and the possible solutions to relieve these needs. On the practicalities and the 
“real-life” challenges we also discuss with QuaWater, incl. their microbiologist/ water 
analyst as effective flocculation and pre-treatment of the water requires specific 
approaches. Also we discuss with all parties the engineering challenges and 
possibilities.   

 

c: Was the project budget discussed between the parties? 

Definitely. And, we still are discussing. Also because it is so difficult to foresee all the 
challenges and thus costs in the field.. that is when actually starting to implement 
such project. Water is a very living and always different “thing/ life necessity”.  
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